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INTRODUCTION

Over-t-ha---prasts-eVerral- years speech communication education

has shifted its primary emphasis from public speaking to a broader
t ,

field of studies including interpersonal communication. This change
.

?

has focusd.d the concept of the process of communication as the cen- ,
---Dr

.

ter of Our discipline, tne development of effective senders and

receivers as our goals, and the
\
increased acceptance of cognitive

and affective'learning processes as our domanins. Recent interest

in interpersonal communication parallels increased attention to the.

application of humanistic psychology to classroom learning. The

goals of personal growth, heightened attention to affective as well

as to cognitive learning, practice in individual and group decision

making, and the creation and maintenance of satisfying relationships
N

with otherS and with our environments are only some of the objectives
/ .

commonly sought in curricula integrating principles of humanistic
/

psychology or interpersonal communication.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the relationship of

one of the most celebrated areas of the humanistic education move-

ment, Values Clarification, to some 'current emphases in secondary

school speech communication education, Many popular speech communi-

cation texts directly incorporate activities found in values clari-

fication literature, or in a general way, encourage students to dis-
/ 1

cover, develop, and act on'their values. This paper exam1 es some

of the humamistic goals, teacher methods, studeNt., learning activities,
I

and evaluation procedures of both values clarification and interper-

sonal communication. My concern will not be with conceptual difference:)
L
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or criticism of.ei'ther area, but on a framework from which we in

speech coMmunication education night consider the work of a related

- discipline whose impact is alrea noticeable in car texts and

teaching.

-.HUMANISTIC GO4S: VALUE.; CIAKFICATION AND INTERPERSONAL COUN1CATION

In their recent article on interpersonal communication in The

Speech Teacher, Artnur bochner and Clifford Kelly-state that their

"...major thesis is: all training in interpersona2skills should have

as its objective the development of interpersonally competent indi-
2

,viduals." They decry the desensitizing forces,of contemporary

liVing and remind us that:"Achieving interpersonal competence irs

.a serious challenge to those of us who believe that our society can

- be humani7.ed and that its members can-experience significance in

3
their interpersonal lives." One of the assumptions essential to

their framework is that every person is motivated to interact effec-
/

tively with his or her envoronment; the individual wants to influence

his or her world. This assumption is consistent with-the belief in

the fundamental, posii'Ve, growth-promoting nature of human beings

of humanistic psychology, a major influence in the values 'clarifica-

tion movement; Carl Rogers said, "I dare to believe that when the

human being is inwardly free to choose whatever he deeply values, he

tends to value those objects, experiences, and goals which make for

his own survival, growth, and development and for the survival and

development of others. I hypothesize that it is characteristic of the

human organism to prefer suJh actualizing and socialized goals when Le
L 4

.is exposed, to a growth - promoting climate." Not only, then,-is the

grovith of personally and socially humanized people more desirable for
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society, it is also ,ultimately desired and so.ight by each et us.

In his book, Human ifaluein The Classroonaeaching.for Personal

And Social Growth, Robert Hawley sharply focuses the bleiefs of

Cart Rogers and others' when he says,"It is.the school's chief func-
5

tion to produce socially self-actilaizing people." This statement

concerning the role of educational institutions points to Bochnr's
/P.

and Kelly's second sumption tnat individuals are not effective at

birth; we are asoc,ial,.neither effective nor ineffective. Social
6

effectiveness is learned throughout life. Furthermore, Rogers main --

tains the necessity of ; "growth promoting climates"for the learning

of self actualization, and,therefore, social effectiveness. Thus,

the responsibily of-the school is crucial to the development of
1.

effective human beings.

Guidelines for teaching and curriculum planning come from

research in a variety of areas. According to Bochner and Kelly,it

suggests that all effective interpersonal processes share a common

core of characteristics which are,essentially, the ability to diag-

nose; -Elle ability to understand the interpersonal context; and, the

7
ability to act on one's understanding,.effectuation. Complete

social effectiveness involves transformation of one's understanding

into action.

These guidelines are highly consistent with the processes of

values clarification. Students are not'only asked to choose and to

cherish values, but they are alSo asked to act upon them in a way

that is consistent with other values in their lives. Louis Raths,

developer of the values clarification theory, defines a value as

"A -personal guide that gives direction to life, helps us relate to

.

0



8, .

the world aril take purroseful action." Dr. Simon aril Dr. Harrnin

further.state that, "This action emphasis is very important in the

search:fot valuei. Many of the social conflicts of ou# time rage on

because so many of us have a giant gap between what we "say" and

9,

-what we "-do." For many, this gap is a chasm."

One additional goal of values clarification and interpersonal

communication isthe teacning of a process. Speech communication

edu.cation_now places-less emphasis on external, prescriptive standards

of behavior and pays less attentign to the product, "the speech,"

than to students' understanding of the varibus verbal and non verbal,

social,,linguisti, and,psychological processes by which messages

are encoded and decoded. Sharon Ratcliffe and Deldee Herman, for

example, state in their teachers guide to Adventures in the Looking

Glass that the contemporary communication approach aims at identifying

available options, determining which options are appropriate to each

of us, communicating with ourselves and with others in order to

achieved the desired option, naking and livint, with a decision and

having the courage to change tt in the future.- They, state, further-

more, that the contemporary approach means that students seek out

----tftetr-own values and- behavior. "Wht is "right or wrong," "good or

bad" lor me takes precedence over, yet clearly takes into considera-

tion, what others (or "what society") tell me is appropriate behavior .

10
for me."

Simon and Harmi-n propose a method which shares many of the

qualities descritkled by Ra7tcliffe and Herman!1 Rather than directly or

indirectly teachinff a fixed set of values, a traditional approach,

values Clarification offer's a process for learning what one's values



are. They suggest that the shift to process learning in subject

12matter education in general should now happen in values education.

The emphasis is on valuing,not values. Simon says, "We're Very

much opposed to the idda that values are something to to.) inculcated.

What these courses offer is a process kids use to examine value systems
. 13

' and then select and reject elements from each."

VALUES CIARIFICATION PXOCESS

Having explored some of the goals common to values clarificatiOn

and to interpersonal communication studies, Yet us now consider the

values clarification process itself. In Values clarification and

Teaching, Raths, Harmin, and Simon say, "In general, we might say

that we apply critical thinking techniques to matters that are.,
14

largely iiithe affective domain." Thinking skills help students to

discover alternatives anrto predict ix,ssible outcomes of their

Choices, but valuing leads to making a choice and cherishing and

prizing to sustain the choice. There are seven criteria for a

value. If one can meet all seven,criteria, he or she holds a value.

The criteria are:

1. Choosing from alternatives
2. Choosing after careful,consideration of'the consequences of

each alternative
3. Choosing freplY
4. Prizing, beknVilAd .ceone's choibe

'5. Prizing, being willing to publicly affirm one's 'choice
6, Acting upon one's-choke, incOrporating choices into

behavior 15
7. Acting upon one's choice repeatedly, over time

If we meet only some of the criteria, we are said to have,

not true values, but "values indicators." Some values indicators

include attitudes, feelings opinions, morals, thou6htS, goals, aspira-

tions and worries.

4fs;



Finally, the seven criteria outline a process by which we,

not another person, discover in a. nonquantitative way 'whether or

not we hold which Rathsi Harmin and Simon define as '
16

those elements that show how a peil.son has decided to use his life..."

What is importan-, to note is that,the Cri,, tria outline, not a univer-

.sal set of standards, but a process for valuing incorporated into a

variety of learning actiyites by which one can come to learn more

clearly those tenents on which he or she has explicitly or implic.itly

directed a life.

SPEECH COi'4:),IJNIr,'ATNN'AS.A YUINCrION OF VALUES CtAiIFICATfON

Let' us now. investigate some of the ways in which.speech.eom-
.

munication functions in the values .clarification prpcess. "Baths,

andSimon.oZfer an extensive description of one a pect of

(

speech communication in values clarification, the, class d scus4ion

17 ,

.on 'value- related issu'es, ..Their disci4sion, emph'asizing echniques-that
,

lead to wider usage than clrification, offers specific examples

of-the value..c3,a"1"ifyingussion., rcOle'playing, contrived:incidents,

the 'dig -zaglesson, the devWS edmoalte,sirvaiue,Oontinuum. ,These-
,

,

and -many more.specific activities follnd in Values Qlarification : A

Handbook of,Pract'C51 Strategies for Teachers anl Students are desgnel
,k

to stimulate thinking, talking, playing out, the consideration of
18

alternati've values held by others, and'the choice of miues.

But valuing is not essentially a collective, groupor imi-
,

tative process and Simon et al. caution against the "noise" of defen-

siveness, arguing, student'attempts to please the teacher, to "show

off," to conform, or. to remain passive ;/,hile others speak in discus-

19
sions. They insist on private,deliberatc, thought, personal

decision making,and evaluation and oftexba variety of-Writing auign-

,ments for students,
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Harmin and Simon are also citing the central function of speech,

however, when .they say, "Many so-called humanistic psychologists ,

such as Carl Rogers, say that if a person is,put into a supportive

P social environment and encouraged to tuna -into his feelings and the

feelings of others, and if he is taught communication skills that

minimize distortion, he will naturatly tend-to make wise judgments
20

and will use ex riEnce to correct judgments that are'unwise."

Robert H wley underscores these notions when he says," Improv7

ing communication skills, then, requires an awareness of the variety

and scope of this "noise" and skills for reducing and controlling
21

"noise" in -the message." Hawley defines noise as anyt4ng which

thannels 'energy away from the business Of understanding and suppor-

ting.

Speech,cormilunication teachers will readily see thay Harmino.

Simon,'and Hawley awe referring to positive feedback, intrapersonal

communication,-empathic listening, reduction of internal and external

Wterference, Or "noise," and the effective receiving ot feedback

as a modifier of our own behavior as req 'sites for personal,rowth,

Ia,Furthermore, these dimensions of communi tion behavior are described

as the essential operations by which wise judgments and underStanding,
, -

are, in fact, achieved.

In an article entitled "Beyond Values Clarification," Howard

Kirschenbaum re-examines some of the dimensions of the valuing pro-

cesses he.and his colleagues have been using.. Referring to the evo-

lution of his own thinkirig, Kfrschenbaum says, ""I realized how the

goals of more effective communication and the ability to deal with

one's fee1inis were as important as the choosing, prizing, and

acting foals of values clarification. Simulta eously, Sid Simon
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and Mereill Harmin also were experiencing the Rower of verbal and
"22

nonverbal communicati-on exercises in their work." Valucd clri-
,

fication, therefore, not only uses communication based activities

as a ml.s.ans of discovering values and of exploring_others's valves,'

but the process of learning hb.v to communicate effectively can also-be

a values clarification process in itself.
.,-)

/.. .

'.Kirschenbaum further explores the functions of speech when

he discusses one of the seven valuing, criteria: affirmation. Although

affirmation does seem sui-Able for public settings, most of the values

clarifying activities occur in dyadic or small. group settings. It

does also seem that when we are affirming, we are less concerned with.

the process of valuing than we are with the product. Affirmation

seems to have value for those who have an opportunity to clarify

'i'r values by listening to others, but not fdr the person"engaged

in th!e process. Kirschenbaum prefers to substitlfrte"sharing" for
. .

'

:.

affirmation as an intrinsically important part o
1

tthe process or

the person doing the valuing. Essentially, he q fines "sharing" as the
1

sharing of self or "self disclosure. Self discl

clarifying process:

sure is a values

First, because we are social beings whose self-
concept is developed through interaction with otherd.
Only by sharing our inner selves with others and
by receiving their acceptance or successfully coping
with their rejection can. we fully accept ourselves
or deal with, the aspectsof ourselves which we, to
some extent, reject. And if we\ do not accept our-
selves, then nei,ther can we become open to our in-
ner experiences nor can we have the confidence to
make our own choices. Secondly, self-disclosure
has a clarifying effect. As we reveal ourselves,
we hear ourselves speak,we zet others' reactions,
we think "that's not exactly what I meant to say"
or "I haven't conveyed what I'm really feelinc" or
"next time I'd "like to put it differently." 23

2

1
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Kirschenbaum concludes that slice self-disclosure is

esse,ntial/to:tipe values Clarification procesS, then values clarifi-

.4cation must be' broadened "to ins -lade--arla_those processes by which

effective self-disclosure takes place - in a word: communication...-.

the giving and receiving of TeVack, sending clear messages, em-

'pathic listening - all these pro sses and others fOster selfTdis-
,

closure and exposure to alterna res and, therefore, are part and
/ 24

ess."parcel of the values-clarification -P

Kirschenbaum also expands the traditional processes of

choostng; prizing, and acting to include five major areas: Feeling,
25

e.Thinki,n, Communicating, Choosing, and Acting. Many of his,

fft ,

subprocesses include areas traditionally taught-in our own speech

claSses. The Feeling category, for example, includes openess to
\ I

and,rceptance of one's inner..experience. Thinking includes dis-

%,-7'..tttinguishing *fact from opinion, supported from unsuppoz ed argu-

ments, analyzing propaganda and stereotypes, and using logic. Com-

municating includes Sending clear messages vercally and nonverbally,

empathic listening, drawing out, asking questions, .giving and

receiving feedback, and conflict resolution. Choosing includes

generating and considering alternatives; problem solving, data

gathering and chposing. Out context, this listing might well

be an outline for a curriculum with cbu-se$ imibintrapersonal and

interpersonal communication, public speaking and propajganda, argu-

mentation, and group' discussion ratner than an Atlime of processes.

of values clarification.

Finally, Kirschenbaum asks hip colleagues to look'

beyond the confines of the original construct of valuing. He

confronts his cA.leagues with the knowledge toat their work

4
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.clearly Involves feelings and communication. He asks them to include

these other'dimensions in their wcrk a.d.encourages:them to engage

in dialogue wit. other branches of humanistic education to enhance

the development of teaching methodiogy. Similarly, speech communi.=

cation teachers might look beyond the specific exercises and ob-jeci-
.

tives of their teaching to see the implications of their work on

the. `slues clarifying of their students.

VALUES CLARIFICATION IN SPEIICH CO4UNICATION EDUCATION

Recent publications have offereda wealth of ,materials

on games and activities to motiVate learnin6'and'to illustrate

R. principles of communication through direct experience. Values

clarification exercises are sometimes included in this literature,

but they are viewed as.distant cousins, invited, yet not fully wel-
.

coined into the classroom. A recent article in The Speech Teacher-,.,

'for example, sta:t that, "Many of the exercises su,gested 15y Sid-
e

ney4C-mon. Leland Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum in Values Clarifica-

tion can be used Tor enjoyment in the classroom -.providing a change

of pace,a,novelty effe&t, and tension relief - as well as directing
26

attention to specific'areas of concern." The "significant areas

of concern"alluded to are not developed and a:e also, perhaps, over-
.

looked by teachers.

Alton Barbour and. ivin,Goldberg stated in Interpersonal

Communiction : Teaching Strategies and Resources that, "Tie, study

.of interpersonalicommunication allows.for tremendotis flexibility

and resourc.fulness in techniques and metnods of t

fe:Teacners are envaged in obtaining both the sustai

aching and learning."

ed personal involve-

ment that is ho'ped for in effectiNe motivation and tne development of

I
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skill in communicating. Values clarification activities might

notonly provide an initial motivation or change of pace, but they

might also offer a source of activities designed to illustrate the

use of effective intrabersonal and .iterpersonal communication.

More important than merely incorporating specific values

clarification exercises in tneir classes, however, teachers might

become more mindful of the broader nature af their work .in helping

students to clarify and to act on perSonal values as they learn

communication skills and principles. And the speech teacher, in

considering Howard Kirschenbaum's five categories of yaluing pro-

cesses, might also re-examine-areas corn -:only considered as pri-

marily cognitive: arg/rentation, public address, propaganda, dis-

cussior&teachiques, etc., and the impact learning in these areas

*.

has on values formation and the affective growth of students.

These concepts are elaborated in Clarifying Values Through'
28

Subject Matter by. Harmin, Kirschenbaum, and Simon. .Dr. Simon

frequently poses in his books and articles a question which his

teacher, Dr. Louis Raths, often asked his students. What is the

purpose of information? The purpose of information is to inform,

- (or give fort to) our values. Harmin et al. state that educatibn

must be belt on a pyramid. 'Facts are at the oases concepts. at the

center; values at the top.

ILIJUE\

4-

-o, CONCEPTS

FACTS'

Nal

9



Educators have dismissed thri notion that the learning

of facts, in itslef, is satisfactory, and teaching on the concepts

level is widely encouraged today. But these autnors call for a

curriculum based on three levels, the third includin, valuing. They

say that while mastering facts and dealing with conceptsi. students

sould be asked to relate their learning to their own lives.

We have incorrect,y assumed that the aoility
for rational add abstract thougnt also enables
people to make value decisions. But cog-
nitive aoility does.not automatically provide
people w1-q1 solutions to values 'problems. We

have seen too many people who hold college
degrees, but'wno Are unfulfilled in their
own lives, their marriages, their homes, and
their jobs. We have also seen brilliant schol-
ars contribute to the destruction of human life
and the physical environment because tney did
not consider the consequences of tneir work,
the lives of the humans affected, or the values.
their work encouraged. 2t

Clearly, knowledge or skill in the use of communication,

whether on an interpersoqal or mass media level, is not sufficient,.

There is no need to recount the travesties of recent or distant

events to support thts. As teacners we would find agree.nt her4.

But the question remains how much.teaching ao.,ut communication emains

-*"- in the cognitive realm, How do we use cognitive skills about com-'

'munication to iniorm students' values in their uses of these skills?

If we attempt to help students clarify personal values in t e process

of learning to co.:municate, it is also necessary to clarif values

on the, uses of communication skills once mastered. Baroo and ,

Goldberg cpmments

Affective learning is every bit as important
. as cooitive learning, yet it has, been ignore

- by the chbbls,as have the concerns fOr valu s.
,The teacher of interpersonal communication c'n
hardly avoid dealing with the affective or e o

,
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tional side of learning or trying to deal with
the'questions of values that such learning
involves, even thdUqh there isno "right answer"
to such questions. 30

TEACHE:R/661.;AMICATION

Having : examined some of,the ways in.which values clarification,

and speec -communicatioft are related to students' learning, let us

now consider their functions in the teaching process. We have,

of5 course, already briefly discussed the importance of the teacher

r I

sincdsOcial effectiveness is a set of learned skills. In stating

that values clarification or personal growth can occur in "growth

promoting " /or supportive environments, Carl Rogers and others have

indicated the direction of the teacher's role. The teacher's skills

are ,more. subtly, yet no less, consciously and skillfully, employed

in classrooms emphasizing process jearning and student responsibi-

-

, lity for their learning. Although students are often involved in

group7;work, projects and other independent activities,, the teacher'

still. structures learning, sharps knowledge and'sets.the tone oT

ope ess, trust,/and honesty while motivating students to do work,

th t is demanding, rigorous, and of high cp,ality. Barbour and-

G ldberg state: .

Tundamentallyy... the teacher- must be able to
/facilitate learning, to provide information,

'/' to stimulate face-to-face experiences which
'-/ place responsibility for learning on the stu-

/
dents, to identify and utilize resources in the
class for information and insight, and, most
importantly, to practice what he preaches, about ,

the ways Ln which individuals relate .to and '

communicate with one another. 31
J.-

Raths et al. include a lengthy discussion of a particular
32

type of teacher communication, the value clarifying response.

sent ally, this is a way of responding to students in order to

enco rage them to consider what they are choosing, prizing, or

,
0
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doing. Like other constructive feedback, it is not evaluative,

but it stimulates the students to think about values. "Did you

thin'k about the alternatives yet?" "Have you done anything about

that?" "What are some of the 'good points about tnis?" This form

of feedback is often given in"one-legged conferences" because

the teacher's responses are brief vid offered while he'or she. is

"ori the run" during tne day. It offers the teacher another com-

munication strategy, another reminder about the numbers of ways'

teacnei- communication can be used effectively.

Summing up the role of the teacher in the classr,om, Harmin

et al. have listed:some of the teacher beahviors that seem to

promote effective values clarification. Like those discussed by

/ Barbour and Goldberg for the interpersonal communication teacher,

almost all ofthese guidelines are related to communication behavior,

especially to listening, offering feedbkok, and questioning,

rather than the traditional teacher communisation, "telling."

Values clarification is effective when a teacher

- is accepting and nonjudgmental
- encourages diversity; realizes that there are no :)

abzolute right-or wrong answers for anotner's value
questions 1

- respects the tindividuil's choice to participate or not
- ,respects the individual's response . _

- encourages each person to answer honestly
- listens and raises clarifying questions with students
- avoids questions which may threaten or limit thinking
- raises questions of both personal and social concern 33

EVALUATION Or LEARNING

In addition to the problems of,dealin with a variety of cog-
. d'

nitive and aff'ictivo exrerience, clarifying values and structuring

approKiate learning activities, the teacher is also faced with

.the problems of evaluation. Some difficul

fact that it is sometimes easier to evalua

les center around the

.7

some of the lower
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cognitive skills than conceptual or affective learning. Otner

problems arise bpcause we do not have a precise theoretical defi-

nition of personal growth for adolescfice againl,t wnich progress

may be measured. FurtherMore, the acid test of one's ability to

use comthunication or lalues effectively comes in one's life, lived

7

largely.outside the classroom. Anotner difficulty is that hUmanis-

..

tic education stresses role-free, non-judgmental, and open com-

munication betwbc:n teacners and students. Traditional grading

systenA in which the locus of evalution is in the teacher's.judgrffent

on the student's cognitive classroom output, which is in compe-

titioA with other studenfS' work, is inimical to all that we have

been discussing.

Although evaluation is always a fragile operation, there are

methods by which the scalpel is used less painfulI more pro-

fitably, without leaving "scars." First, the teacher must be aware

of the' subtle power to evaluate positively or negatively in feed-
.

back..'A brief, immediate response can signal support and rein-
.

forcemenf as easily as it can sound a doomsday knell to a student.

Second', for-all students, especially for those who choose "to pa.ss"

bn class activities, there must exist the opportunity to demonstrate,

i

nk

b,th their learning of communication principles their understand-

g of the possible application of the prinCiples to their lives.

ince student comments are necessarily based on subjective experi-

*
ence

)

the teacher might establish oritrion referenced standards such

as the following for student reports. "First, your comments must

beclearly stated. Second, they must be clearly related to a con-

.

cept Sin the text. Third, they must show a possible application.to

your life."
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questioningNs well as informing and _"telling."

Finally, evaluation, always a difficult area can be done

using principles consistent with personal growth and can range

from simple and subtle experiences, such as offering feedbacks to

a hi:-fnly developed set of criterion referenced assignments or con -

tract. Whatever the met:.od,-the purpose is to enhance students'

learning and growth.

This paper, an attempt to explore some of the implications of

values clarification in speech education and speecn communication

in values clrification, offers not an analysis ol; their difrences

or a critical appraisal of their assumptiOns, but a framework in

which- speech communication teacners might consider values clarifi-

cation as a focus whose impact is already discernible in our texts

and teaching. Second, I hoped to demonstrate the integral nature

of communication to the work of clarifying values and the importance

of values clarification in learning, using, and applying speech skills.

-Both areas have much to offer each other as academic disciplines

and us as teac:iers..
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For unit, module,or course work, the teacher and students

might establish a clearly delineated contingency contracting sys-

tem where studen',s know the quantity and qualitylof work to be

done at soecific interils in the course for the/ contracted grade.

Throughout the co'Arw-4 self-ratirigs';'Peer ratingS, teacher ratings,

feedback sessions or conferences can' be-arranged. Finally, evalu-

ation of onP's lev.:!lopment in the process of learning rests with

the student. '2.10 teacher should be ess concerned with the "behav-

ioral objections" approach and mote ncerned with behavior that is

supportive of osItive learning, objective, self and 'teadner evalu-

ation, and autentLc personal growth.

CONCLUSIGN

In the speech communication classroom values clarification

activities can be usea as motivational techniques and as methods

for teaching interpersonal communication skills. More importantly,

however, learning,to use -communication skills can be a values clari-

fying process in itself, especially in interper

But it can alsd occur in other speech areas trea

cognitive; argumentation, persuasion, discussion

onal communication .

ed as primarily

public adtess, etc.

For-not only can personal values be clarified in the process of.J.4
, \

learning tc communicate and interact wih dtherS, but 'social values

can and should also be Clarified on the uses of facts, skills and

concepts, once mastered.

Teacher coJ:unication is 'important in the br adest-sense since

a positive and .mobortive climate must be create . No longer merely

cognitive r:1J.st,:rs of communication theory, teach rs- must, be aJle

to apply e*fr.etive inteuoe:;ona] skills to their-own teaching and

recognize that many of thrfir skill:; will be lict)ning, ) respondinf;,

)


